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What, that is to say, distressed my friend the barber and his
fellow-citizens was that the body of the child supposedly
murdered by the prisoner was never identified in court, to
the jury or to the satisfaction of any lay person who followed
the case. The defence gave that part of their case away
because they were afraid of shocking the jury: the prose-
cution accepted that giving away because they were deter-
mined, not to elicit the truth, but to secure a conviction.
. . . For the good of their political careers.
§
This is not indicting the legal practice of the State of New
Jersey. The same thing could have happened at any English
assize trial. By the customs of the courts a prisoner is bound
to accept the consequences of his counsel's actions. If that
ends in his being electrocuted so much the worse for him . . .
and for the dissatisfied lay person who has followed the case.
The professional lawyer will say that the lay observer has
no right tojudge; trials,he will say, are matters for professional
lawyers and for them alone. The jury, he will say, sufficiently
represents the lay citizen.
The fact is that the professional lawyer should not exist
at all: whether or no you have juries does not very much
matter. Criminal procedure should be so simplified that
any member of the public ought to be able to defend or
prosecute ... as in the case of the Army where every
officer must have sufficient knowledge of military law to be
able at any moment either to defend or prosecute.
The professional lawyer who prosecuted at Flemington
was an elected officer of the State. His future career depended
on his success in prosecution. In England prosecuting counsel
is nominated; if he is keen to succeed in prosecution it is
because he likes sport. His superiors who have nominated
him do not care whether he succeeds or fails. Theoretically
the election of State jEtmctionaries is more democratic, but
I think the English practice works out better.
The Public Prosecutor, be he called Attorney-General,
procwrewr de la Republique, or what you will, is a functionary
of the State. It is his duty to preserve at least an air of

